
Safety & Security 
Workshop

24 & 25 March 2020



24 – 25 March 2020

Orange Vélodrome, home of Olympique de Marseille

Cases from the Danish League, SGSA, Madison Square 
Garden, Olympique de Marseille and more

Overall focus on crowd management and more 
specificaly linked to perimeter protection, use of 
technology, matchday assessments, etc.

https://essma.eu/events/safety



Programme Day 1 – 24 March

11:30 – 13:30

13:30 – 13:50

13:50 – 14:15
14:15 – 14:45
14:45 – 15:15

15:15 – 15:45

15:45 – 16:30

16:30 – 17:00

17:00 – 18:00

18:00 – 19:00

19:00 – 20:15

Registration & welcome lunch

Welcome words

The visitor journey from a security perspective
67,000 fans in the city center of Marseille: how does Olympique de Marseille handle the challenge?
Uniting safety and convenience in the visitor journey: parallels with the entertainment business
Guaranteeing smooth access toward the stadium: learnings from the field 

Coffee break

Organising & assessing matchdays
The importance of crowd management: learnings on planning and implementation
Frank Wijnveld – CrowdProfessionals
Does a risk matrix hold the key to adequat risk assessment and crowd management? 
Kasper Kragh – Danish League
Group session on implementing a risk assessment matrix

Stadium tour

Networking dinner



Programme Day 2 – 25 March

09:15 – 09:30
09:30 – 09:45

09:45 – 10:15

10:15 – 10:45
10:45 – 11:15
11:15 – 11:30

11:30 – 12:00

12:00 – 12:30

12:30 – 13:00

13:00 – 14:15

Transfer and welcome words
Takeaways from group session on risk matrix

The use of technology to effectively manage crowds
Which technological innovations are most viable to manage a crowd?
Darren Claphan – Madison Square Garden
How to use technology in case of an emergency
Do’s and don’ts in smart queuing, perimeter protection and re-organisation after terror attacks
Q&A session on how to improving crowd management through technology

Coffee break

Zone Ex and perimeter protection
Zone Ex: increasing safety in a sustainable way
Darren Whitehouse - SGSA
Crowd management around the stadium and dynamic protection

Closing networking lunch



Host venue:
Orange Vélodrome



One of the main challenges Olympique de Marseille is facing is the
location of Orange Vélodrome within the city center of Marseille.
Narrow streets, full of fans, generate a higher level of security risk, pre-
and post-match. The security staff of Olympique de Marseille will share
with us how they are handling crowd management and the precautions
they take.

Why attend:
§ Practical and easy to implement initiatives to improve crowd

management
§ Discuss with peers how your club is handling the crowd outside

their stadium perimeter

How Olympique de Marseille manages 67.000 fans in the city
center of Marseille



Cases in the
spotlight



The Danish League created a dedicated risk assessment and risk matrix to provide clubs and event organisers with the
right toolset to analyse and communicate different safety scenarios. In the mean time, the tool is not only being used
by Danish football clubs, but also by festival organisers and police forces.

These tools will allow to have a structural preparation, briefing and evaluation of different scenarios and help to
demonstrate necessary investments with documented assessments.

Why attend:
§ Learn to use risk assessments and communicate them to both internal and external stakeholders
§ Gain insights on how both internal and external stakeholders can be involved in the process
§ Discuss the risk matrix by analysing a specific matchday preparation during the group discussion

Does a risk matrix hold the key to adequate risk assessment and
crowd management? Experiences from the Danish League.
Kasper Kragh – Head of Safety & Security at Divionsforeningen



The importance of crowd management: learnings on planning and
implementation
Frank Wijnveld – CrowdProfessionals & UEFA Safety Officer

Crowd management is becoming increasingly important in a society that places progressively higher demands on
managers, organisers and leaders when it comes to the safety and welfare of people. During the workshop Frank
Wijnveld will elaborate on various risk management tools: from RAMP to DIM-ICE analyses.

Furthermore, he’ll demonstrate several simulation studies linked to crowd management to share some practical
examples linked to crowd capacity.

Why attend:
§ Insights linked to crowd management solutions
§ Learn more about the flow of a crowd simulation
§ Practical examples and simulations of crowd management challenges



Darren Claphan will present the challenges Madison Square Garden is facing: being a venue located in the middle of
New York, as well as the need to be able to respond to incidents of all priority levels expeditiously. At Madison Square
Garden, various technological investments have been made in order to further improve the adaptability and processes
related to Safety & Security.

Why attend:
§ Insights in critical technology to both improve operations and visitor experience
§ Learn more about the process on how to invest safety-related technology
§ Get insights on the user experience and results of the facial recognition software

Madison Square Garden: how technology improves crowd
management
Darren Claphan – Director Threat Intelligence at Madison Square Garden



Zone Ex (the External Zone) and sometimes referred to as the ‘Last Mile’ is in the public domain and should be
considered to encompass the main pedestrian and vehicle routes leading from Zone 5 to public car parks, local train
stations, bus stops and so on. Darren Whitehouse will share insights in how to create a safe Zone Ex and the impact for
your fans and staff.

Why attend:
§ Gain insights in creating a safe Zone Ex
§ Receive advice on how to minimise the external threat

Zone Ex: increasing safety in a sustainable way
Darren Whitehouse – Head of Strategy & Partnerships at SGSA



With the support of our Stadium 
Partners


